ANCILLARIES BROCHURE
**SEALANTS, FOAM & PAINT**

**Mastic**  
Mastic NS 300ml 24/box  
20077

**Silicone Clear**  
Silicone clear 300ml 1/box  
18005

**Sealant Remover**  
Sealant remover spray 400ml  
7033

**D Handle SS**  
Handle D 300mm stainless  
DHS

**Push Plate SSPP**  
Push plate 300x65 SSPP

**Pocket Aluminium**  
Handle pocket aluminium DHP  
1960 MF tapped

**Silicone Bison**  
Silicone CR Titania 310ml

**Silicone Bison**  
Silicone CR Titania 310ml

**Silicone Sausage**  
Silicone CR Titania 600ml sausage

**Pocket Plastic**  
Handle pocket black plastic  
CH1506

**Legge Lock Entrance**  
Legge neptune handle 32-50mm  
IRG2 NENT5

**Hoop Handle**  
Handle hoop mill finish

**Foam Small**  
Expanding foam DIY Gorilla 400ml  
20050

**Foam Large**  
Expanding foam DIY Gorilla 750ml  
20048

**Paint Aerosol**  
Aerosol paint titanium 350ml

**Hoop Handle Titania**  
Handle hoop Titania

**Lever Latch Set**  
Lever safe latch set SS polyplas  
LCO8

**Door Closer**  
Door closer IRBNT-1020-BSE

**Touch up Paint Tit**  
Touch up paint Titanium 15ml  
TUP15MLTI

**Butyl Tape**

**Release Pin**  
Release pin RPO MFO

**Hasp**  
Hasp mill  
LH940MF

---

**DOOR HARDWARE**

---
DOOR HARDWARE

Hinge 100x75
Hinge fixed pin 100x75mm SS SSFP

Hinge 100x100 SSFP
Hinge 4 fixed pin 100x100mm SS GX400SS

Partition Hinge
Hinge 100mm flush partition HFSA

Partition Hinge
Hinge 100mm flush partition PC

Hinge 71 SSFF
Hinge PA door SS3042 BB fastfix 100LH

Hinge Self Rise
Hinge self rise small chrome plated GT4040SS

Wheel Nylon 55mm Small
Wheel sq profile 55x12mm ID DW55BCB12

Wheel Nylon 55mm Large
Wheel sq profile 55x16mm ID DW55BCBS

Wheel Small
Wheel hanger assembly small CMHR 2050 SS

Nylon Wheel Axle Large
Nylon wheel 55x16mm ID c/w axle SS

Nylon Wheel Axle Medium
Nylon wheel 55x12mm ID c/w axle

Nylon Wheel Axle Small
Nylon wheel 55x12mm ID c/w axle SS

Wheel Medium
Wheel hanger medium SDHR 2010 MF

Wheel Large
Wheel hanger large RH/LH LDHR 55 MF SS-MET

Wheel Large Tandem
Wheel large tandem LH/RH DBHR5 MF SS-MET

Cam Hinge Mill
Cam rise & fall hinge M/F PCH 2100 MF

Floor Guide
Floor guide GBKT FG 1880 G (2 galv. anch.) FG1860

Floor Guide SS
Floor guide SS 100x100mm FG1860

Floor Guide 100x75 SSFP
Floor guide 100x75mm SS FP100

Floor Guide 100x100 SSFP
Floor guide 100x100mm SS FG1860

Floor mounted Door Stop STPL
Floor door stop large LFS184MF

Track mounted Door Stop
Track mounted door stop LH/RH OFTS 24 MF

Floor MT Door Stop STPS
Floor mounted door stop small SS 2070 MF

Floor Door Stop STPS
Floor door stop small LFS184MF

Floor Door Stop STPL
Floor door stop large LFS184MF
FASTENERS

**Dynabolt Galvanised**
Sleeve anchor M12x75 mm galv. HS-375G

**Rivet CSK Alu 6-5**
Rivet alu countersink 500/box A56CS-5

**Riv A56-20**
Rivet x long for ply 150/box A56-20

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Stainless Rivet**
Rivet stainless 500/box STST 6-8

**Riv PC 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet Titania m/grip 500/box A3MG 63-66T1

**Riv Sealed**
Rivet alu M8 sealed 500/box KA5W 6-5

**Riv M6 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet alu M6 m/grip 500/box ASM 63-66

**KAAMG51-53/100 colour**

**Roofcress POA**

**Saddle**

**EPDM Washer**

**Alloy Ferrule**
Alloy ferrule crmp 4mm

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut M10x32 mm SS 10XG2X1S

**Wire Galv 4mm**
Suspension glav. wire 4mm

**Nylon Washer**
Nylon washer M16 BO1OCT

**M10 ZP Nut**
10MZ nut 10MZPN

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Rivet CSK Alu 6-5**
Rivet alu countersink 500/box A56CS-5

**Riv A56-20**
Rivet x long for ply 150/box A56-20

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Stainless Rivet**
Rivet stainless 500/box STST 6-8

**Riv PC 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet Titania m/grip 500/box A3MG 63-66T1

**Riv Sealed**
Rivet alu M8 sealed 500/box KA5W 6-5

**Riv M6 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet alu M6 m/grip 500/box ASM 63-66

**KAAMG51-53/100 colour**

**Roofcress POA**

**Saddle**

**EPDM Washer**

**Alloy Ferrule**
Alloy ferrule crmp 4mm

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut M10x32 mm SS 10XG2X1S

**Wire Galv 4mm**
Suspension glav. wire 4mm

**Nylon Washer**
Nylon washer M16 BO1OCT

**M10 ZP Nut**
10MZ nut 10MZPN

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Rivet CSK Alu 6-5**
Rivet alu countersink 500/box A56CS-5

**Riv A56-20**
Rivet x long for ply 150/box A56-20

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Stainless Rivet**
Rivet stainless 500/box STST 6-8

**Riv PC 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet Titania m/grip 500/box A3MG 63-66T1

**Riv Sealed**
Rivet alu M8 sealed 500/box KA5W 6-5

**Riv M6 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet alu M6 m/grip 500/box ASM 63-66

**KAAMG51-53/100 colour**

**Roofcress POA**

**Saddle**

**EPDM Washer**

**Alloy Ferrule**
Alloy ferrule crmp 4mm

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut M10x32 mm SS 10XG2X1S

**Wire Galv 4mm**
Suspension glav. wire 4mm

**Nylon Washer**
Nylon washer M16 BO1OCT

**M10 ZP Nut**
10MZ nut 10MZPN

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Rivet CSK Alu 6-5**
Rivet alu countersink 500/box A56CS-5

**Riv A56-20**
Rivet x long for ply 150/box A56-20

**Anchors**
Metal floor anchors 100/box MFA6532

**Stainless Rivet**
Rivet stainless 500/box STST 6-8

**Riv PC 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet Titania m/grip 500/box A3MG 63-66T1

**Riv Sealed**
Rivet alu M8 sealed 500/box KA5W 6-5

**Riv M6 4.8x14.3mm**
Rivet alu M6 m/grip 500/box ASM 63-66

**KAAMG51-53/100 colour**

**Roofcress POA**

**Saddle**

**EPDM Washer**

**Alloy Ferrule**
Alloy ferrule crmp 4mm

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut

**M10 SS Nut**
M10 SS Nut M10x32 mm SS 10XG2X1S

**Wire Galv 4mm**
Suspension glav. wire 4mm

**Nylon Washer**
Nylon washer M16 BO1OCT

**M10 ZP Nut**
10MZ nut 10MZPN
SUSPENSION

Beam Clamp
Bean clamp

L Bracket
Suspension L bracket galv.
SB0112

Threaded Rod SS 100
M10 threaded stud 304SS
100 mm

Threaded Rod SS 150
M10 threaded stud 304SS
150 mm

Threaded Rod SS 200
M10 threaded stud 304SS
200 mm

Threaded Rod SS 250
M10 threaded stud 304SS
250 mm

Threaded Rod SS 300
M10 threaded stud 304SS
300 mm

Lay Flat

INSULATED FLOOR

Tape Black
Tape black pvc duct 48mm x 30mtrs 56601

Black Polythene
Black polythene

VH Grade Polystyrene
VH grade polystyrene

L Bracket
Suspension L bracket galv.
SB0112

Suspension L bracket galv.
SB0112
FREEZER PARTS

Nordon Port Heated
Nordon heated pressure relief port

Port Large Non Heated
Large non-heated relief port
200x200x215

Port Large Heated
Large heated relief port
200x200x215

Corner Cap
Corner cap alu mill CC4040 int./ ext.

Corner Cap
Corner cap plastic external 40x40 (801476)

Corner Cap Internal
Corner cap plastic internal 40x40 (801479)

TOOLS

Flail Blade
Panel cutting blade flail

Small Circular Blade
Blade 150x22mm bore small circular

Circular Blade
Blade cutting large circular 180mm
BRANCHES

AUCKLAND
139 Roscommon Road, Wiri, Auckland
T: 09 277 8844
sales@metpanels.co.nz

HAMILTON
9 Earthmover Cres, Burbush, Hamilton
07 849 3807
sales@metpanels.co.nz

DISCLAIMER
As part of Metalcraft Insulated Panels policy of continued improvement, final specifications may vary from those contained in this publication. The company reserves the right at any time and without notice to change the design, materials or features and withdraw products from the market without incurring any liability whatsoever. This publication is issued as a general guide only and should not be treated as a substitute for technical advice. Contact with your nearest Metalcraft branch is recommended to confirm current specifications and availability.